
Supplementary Papers - Public Comment 6 

 

Please note that this land if not in the Green Belt, which only applies to 

specifically designated areas. Details of the trees affected by the access to 

the development are set out in the background papers.  

 

We are emailing to object against the decision to sell the land at the top of Park 

Avenue, Glapwell . 

We are appealing to you not to allow this land to be sold and the tree's to be 

destroyed . This is for a vast majority of reasons as yet ignored.  

This piece of land has mature healthy tree's with a variety of wildlife nesting in 

them. We are meant to be preserving our green space , not building on it .  

The land itself is used by a lot of village members , it is used by families and the 

community as a whole. By destroying this area, it is paramount to destroying part 

of the community. 

As yet over 60 objections to this and the build of 62 houses has been ignored. 

Decision made and passed in double quick time, not giving time for objectors to 

clarify different matters. The is a variety of wildlife on the field itself , this will be 

destroyed and their habitat. 

Park avenue will not take another 150 plus cars up its narrow route. The cobbles 

are showing underneath at present. The traffic on the crossroads to the A617 

and Rowthorne Lane is extremely busy, by allowing the sale of land , this will 

allow a further increase in traffic. A survey was carried out but ignored. 

Only 6 out of 62 houses will be affordable living , so this build of houses will only 

benefit six needy families. the rest will just been profit for big business people. It 

will not bring income into the community, only those selling the land will benefit 

from this.  

A highways survey has not taken place as we requested. Traffic already backs 

up from the bend before Park Avenue . Cycling and walking and trying to cross 

the road here is paramount to dangerous. There are daily nearby misses of 

accidents. If you are taking into account the future housing of our village, you 

also need to take into account the safety of our children.  The junction road and 

slip road  is not easy to cross now, will you be responsible if a child gets knocked 

down ? By allowing Park Avenue to be an access road , you will put children, 

cyclist and the elderly at risk.  

Please please  visit this area in person, before making a decision to sell the land, 

allowing these builds to go ahead. We are on lockdown and it is busy, imagine 

under normal circumstances the traffic problem.  

This is green belt land. Please do not vote for greed ,over maintaining the green 

belt area's  and the safety factors ,for our children's futures. Save Our Tree's . 

Save Our Green Belt Land and Save our Wildlife Natural Habitat 

yours sincerely  

---------------- 

---------------- 


